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Questions ?

This lecture will be asking questions about curves, their 
Relationship to surfaces, and how they are used and controlled.

Topics of discussion will be:

Free form Curves
Bezier Curves
B-spline Curves
NURBS Curves
Sub Division Curves
Intersecting Curves



CURVE SURFACE RELATION
Curves are renders of mathematical equations.  Curves in Rhino for instance are called NURBS  curves 
(Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines).

Curves contain: a degree

They have: control points

Curves may be used as profiles to generate surfaces.  In most cases, the shape of the profile curve heav-
ily influences the final shape of the emerging surface.
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CURVES
We can think of a curve as a connected one-dimensional series of points. That contain many options for 
editing and control. 

These curves are called planar curves, in contrast to spatial curves such as helixes.

If we use any 3rd degree NURBS curve and modify any set of points, the first curve segment to coincide 
again will be the one between the 2nd to last and the 3rd to last modified point.  After that, all will coin-
cide again.  



BEZIER CURVES
Before explaining NURBS, we will examine Bézier curve, because NURBS is a generalization of Bézier 
curve. 

Bezier curves are parametric curves which are pretty much customizable and smooth.

Bezier curves are widely used in computer graphics to model smooth curves. As the curve is completely 
contained in the convex hull of its control points, the points can be graphically displayed and used to 
manipulate the curve intuitively.

The following figure shows a simple Bézier curve sequence (C), its control points (1), (2), (3), (4), and its 
control polygon (P). The control points are also called control handles.

Each point on a Bézier curve (and on many other kinds of curves) is computed as a weighted sum of all 
control points. This means that each point is
Influenced by every control point. The first 
control point has maximum impact on the 
beginning of the curve, the second one 
reaches its maximum in the first half 
of the curve, etc.



BEZIER CURVES
Limitations

Remember, Beziers curves are determined by their control points

A Bezier curve with a large number of control points becomes impractical for design. The degree of the 
curve increases and the curve shape resembles less and less the shape of the control polygon.

What are Bezier curves used for?

These curves are mainly used in interpolation, approximation, 
curve fitting, and object representation.

Beziers are also used as the principle drawing elements in softwares like 
Illustrator, Photoshop, Flash, and Macromedia.  

An example would be in Typeface design.  



They are free form curves that consist of Bezier curve segments of the same degree and that are knotted 
together at their endpoints with the highest possible smoothness.

It is important to note the two intuitive design parameter of the B-spline:
 The control points
 The curve degree

When we speak of local control of points, we mean that the control point within that zone will alter that 
part of the curve but not the whole thing. Remember that in a Bezier curve, movement of the curve all 
depends on the control points. In a B-spline curve, it all depends on the CURVE SEGMENTS and their 
respective zones. 

 

B-SPLINE CURVES



B-Spline Open and Closed Curve

B-spine can be drawn in 2 different modes: open and closed curves.

Open: 
 Has 2 endpoints
 Interpolates the first and last control points
 Always has a sharp corner where the two 
 Endpoints meet.
 Note, it is still open.

Closed:

 has one single smooth curve.
 Has a closed control polygon that is smoothed as a 
 whole by a curve.
 Has a degree n with m+1 control points always consists 
 m+1 Bezier curve segments, each of degree n. 
 The endpoints are not open, closed and they are 
 smooth as shown in image.

B-SPLINE CURVES



What are the parts of a curve?

NURBS CURVES NON UNIFORM RATIONAL B-SPLINES

Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines, are mathematical representations of 3-D geometry that can accurately 
describe any shape from a simple 2-D line, circle, arc, or curve to the most complex 3-D organic free-
form surface or solid.

What is a NURBS curve?

A NURBS curve is defined by four things: degree, control points, knots, and an evaluation rule.

Degree

The degree is a positive whole number.

This number is usually 1, 2, 3 or 5, but can be any positive whole number. 

NURBS lines and polylines are usually degree 1, NURBS circles are degree 2, 
and most free-form curves are degree 3 or 5.

Control Points

One of easiest ways to change the shape of a NURBS curve is to move its 
control points. 

The control points have an associated number called a weight . With a few exceptions, 
weights are positive numbers. When a curve’s control points all have the same 
weight (usually 1), the curve is called non-rational, otherwise the curve is called 
rational.



What are the parts of a curve?

NURBS CURVES NON UNIFORM RATIONAL B-SPLINES

Evaluation Rule

The NURBS evaluation rule is a formula that involves the degree, control points, and knots.

You can think of the evaluation rule as a black box that eats a parameter and produces a point location.

The degree, knots, and control points determine how the black box works.

NURBS is a central projection of a spatial B-splin curve

B-spline curves are special NURBS 
 
 Wherein all weights are equal

 Equal weights mean that the control points of the
 Associated spatial B-spline curve all have a constant Z-coordinate 
 and are lying in the same horizontal plane.
 
 B-spline curves enjoy the property of affine in variance 
 (because they consist of Bezier curve segments)



NURBS CURVES NON UNIFORM RATIONAL B-SPLINES

What are NURBS good for when designing?

To move valuable geometric models between various modeling, 
rendering, animation, and engineering analysis programs.

NURBS can accurately represent both standard geometric 
objects like lines, circles, ellipses, spheres, and tori, and 
free-form geometry like car bodies and human bodies.

NURBS have a great deal of flexibility in manufacturing, and
specifically digital fabrication. 



SUBDIVISION CURVES
Are generated by iteratively refining a given coarse control polygon till you get a smooth curve.  It’s basi-
cally taking a curve and rebuilding its points (by addition), which makes a smother curve.  

Its defined by two entities

 It’s control points 
 And the subdivision level. 

It can be used to infinitely refine a given curve type to output a greater level of detail. 


